IRON HORSE Seating

5 Reasons to Upgrade Your Control Room Chairs
Control rooms require an operator chair that can withstand the demanding 24/7
environment. Below are 5 reasons why you should upgrade to IRON HORSE Seating.

Reason # 1: Tested for 24-Hour Environments

All IRON HORSE Seating models are tested to ANSI/BIFMA X5.1, a certification of safety and
durability that puts chair through 18 different stress tests. The IRON HORSE Seating 5000
Series and Big & Tall models are tested to ANSI/BIFMA X5.11 for heavy occupant users. The
IRON HORSE 4000 Series is tested to FNEW 83-269 for intensive use chairs in 24-hour
environments.

Reason # 2: Heavy Duty Features & Quality Components

Every feature on the IRON HORSE Seating product line has been carefully designed to ensure
we offer a heavy duty chair specifically for the control room market.
All models are delivered to our customers fully assembled and are built with quality
features and components, including: robotically-welded steel frame, and molded and tooled
multi-density foam cushion. steel seat pan, HD Tilt Mechanism, machined gear mechanisms,
HD Gas Shock, high-grade hardware and components, HD Tilt-Up Armrests / 3D Armrests,
and 5-Star Base.

Reason # 3: Multi-User Adjustability

Every operator needs the right combination of comfort, support, and performance that fits
their unique body shape over time. IRON HORSE Seating intensive use chairs have up to
7 different adjustable features that enable them to ergonomically fit a range of user sizes
at the same workstation throughout the day.

Reason # 4: Warranty & Support

Our comprehensive warranty covers your chairs for 10 years (frame), 5 years (components), and 3 years (cushion/trim/casters/armrest) in 24/7 use environments. IRON HORSE
Seating has an in-house warranty and support specialist that will directly handle your
inquiries in a swift and professional manner.

Reason # 5: Customer Testimonials

Turn topage 2 of this piece to hear from a few of our control room customers for yourself.

IRON HORSE Seating

Customer Testimonials

DAVID, 911 SUPERVISOR - NORTH BRUNSWICK, NJ
“It’s refreshing and uncommon to discover a manufacturer / vendor
that stands behind their products. IRON HORSE Seating has certainly
proven that time and again. Our current front-line IRON HORSE chairs
are approaching three (3) years of intensive 24/7 usage, and are still
going strong.”

LORIE, OPERATIONS MANAGER - GREENVILLE, NC
“We like IRON HORSE. We have been using them for years. They have
chairs rated for different weight and size ranges and are also rated as
24/7 use. They have a great warranty, we have never had any problems
when using it. The dispatchers like them so well when it came time to
replace them we reordered from them again and plan to continue using
them in the future.”

SANDRA, DIRECTOR - CARO, MI
“Since we purchased IRON HORSE chairs several years ago I have had
zero complaints. They have several adjustments to accomodate various
body types...I am very satisfied with the purchase and they have held up
very well.”

